Year 1999. Purdue Univ. (W. Lafayette, Indiana) Jan. - Dec. and St. Petersburg, Russia, April

541 pictures in 39 rolls of film

- Roll 75. Lafayette IN, January 3 - February 22, 1999, 18 pictures
- Roll 76. Indianapolis - Sankt Petersburg, Russia, March 29 - April 6, 1999, 5 pictures
- Roll 77. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 6 - 8, 1999, 10 pictures
- Roll 78. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 8 - 13, 1999, 11 pictures
- Roll 79. downtown Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999, 19 pictures
- Roll 80. Vasilyevsky Island in Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999, 12 pictures
- Roll 81. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 15 - 18, 1999, 12 pictures
- Roll 82. Sankt Petersburg - Lembolovo, Russia, April 18 - 19, 1999, 10 pictures
- Roll 83. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 21 - 24, 1999, 12 pictures
- Roll 84. Toksovo, Sankt Petersburg, Russia - Lafayette IN, April 26 - 30, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 85. Lafayette IN, April 30 - May 1, 1999, 21 pictures
- Roll 86. Lafayette IN, May 1 - 2, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 87. Lafayette IN, May 2 - 4, 1999, 16 pictures
- Roll 88. Lafayette IN, May 4 - 15, 1999, 16 pictures
- Roll 89. Adams Mill, Lafayette, University of Notre Dame IN, May 15 - 21, 1999, 13 pictures
- Roll 90. University of Notre Dame IN - Potholes Park IN, May 21 - June 6, 1999, 9 pictures
- Roll 91. Lafayette IN, June 13 - July 5, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 92. Lafayette IN - Boston, July 10 - 30, 1999, 7 pictures
- Roll 93. Boston, July 31 - August 1, 1999, 16 pictures
- Roll 94. Boston, August 1 - 2, 1999, 11 pictures
- Roll 95. Boston, August 2 - 3, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 96. Boston, August 3, 1999, 16 pictures
- Roll 97. Lafayette IN, August 15 - September 11, 1999, 18 pictures
- Roll 98. Lafayette IN, September 11 - 22, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 99. Lafayette IN, September 22 - October 2, 1999, 17 pictures
- Roll 100. Lafayette IN - Chicago IL, October 10 - 12, 1999, 16 pictures
- Roll 101. Chicago IL, October 12, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 102. Lafayette IN - Columbia MO, October 16 - 23, 1999, 13 pictures
- Roll 103. Columbia MO, October 23 - 24, 1999, 8 pictures
- Roll 104. West Lafayette IN, October 27 - 29, 1999, 13 pictures
- Roll 105. West Lafayette IN, October 30, 1999, 21 pictures
- Roll 106. Lafayette IN - Red River Gorge KY, October 30 - November 5, 1999, 20 pictures
- Roll 107. Red River Gorge KY, November 5 - 6, 1999, 19 pictures
- Roll 108. Red River Gorge KY, November 6, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 109. Red River Gorge KY - Lafayette IN, November 6 - 8, 1999, 18 pictures
- Roll 110. Lafayette IN, Chicago, November 13 - 26, 1999, 12 pictures
- Roll 111. Chicago, Indianapolis, December 1 - 4, 1999, 14 pictures
- Roll 112. Chicago, Ann Arbor MI, Lafayette IN, December 4 - 15, 1999, 8 pictures
- Roll 113. West Lafayette IN, December 18, 1999 - January 1, 2000, 15 pictures

75. Lafayette IN, January 3 - February 22, 1999

- 00 Carrollton Blvd. in West Lafayette IN, January 3, 1999.
- 01 Marilyn Ave. in West Lafayette IN, January 3, 1999.
- 04 Purdue University, Administration Hall. West Lafayette IN, January 3, 1999.
- 05 Purdue University Mall. West Lafayette IN, January 3, 1999.
- 06 Wetherill Laboratory of Chemistry at Purdue University. West Lafayette IN, January 3, 1999.

76. Indianapolis - Sankt Petersburg, Russia, March 29 - April 6, 1999


14 Nekropol of Alexandro-Nevskaya Lavra (memorial cemetery). A stone from a grave of an Orthodox clergyman (died in 1816) embedded in a road pavement. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 7, 1999.

15 Galina Starovoitova grave (she was a politician of Perestroika, killed in October 1998) in Alexandro-Nevskaya Lavra (memorial cemetery). St. Petersburg, Russia, April 7, 1999.

16 Alexandrovsky Park in Pushkin (former Tsarskoe Selo), suburb of St. Petersburg, Russia, April 8, 1999.

20 An apartment in Pushkin, suburb of St. Petersburg-Russia, April 8, 1999.

77. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 6 - 8, 1999

01 View of the Hermitage (Winter Palace) from Dvortsovy Bridge. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 6, 1999.

04 View of the city beach of Peter and Paul Fortress from Dvortsovy Bridge. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 6, 1999.

05 View of the Hermitage and Strelka of Vasylyevsky Island from Kronverkskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 6, 1999.

08 View of Peter and Paul Fortress from Kronverkskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 6, 1999.

10 A.S. in front of a black Lenins monument on Vitebsky railway station. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 7, 1999.


78. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 8 - 13, 1999

00 A monument to V. I. Lenin in Pushkin (former Tsarskoe Selo), suburb of St. Petersburg. This place was originally occupied by an Orthodox Cathedral (a commemorative wooden cross was erected recently). Russia, April 8, 1999.

05 A birch alley in Sosnovka Park. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 10, 1999.

06 A narrow birch alley in Sosnovka Park. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 10, 1999.

10 View of apartment buildings at Tikhoretsky Prospect from Sosnovka Park. There is an anti-Semitic inscription Russia is robbed by a gang of Judo-Bankers. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 11, 1999.

11 A narrow birch alley over a marshy forest in Sosnovka Park. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 11, 1999.

14 An apartment in St. Petersburg, Russia, April 11, 1999.
**79. downtown Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999**

00 Moyka River south from Summer Garden. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

01 Gulls enjoying a free ride along Moyka River south from Summer Garden. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

03 Gulls on an embankment of Moyka River opposite to Summer Garden. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

04 Decaying plaster on a building facing Fontanka River opposite to Summer Garden. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

05 Letny Sad (Summer Garden) and Palace of Peter the Great at Kuntsosva Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

07 View of Troitsky Bridge from Suvorovskaya Square. It is similar to Alexander III Bridge in Paris. Blue dome of a mosque is seen at the opposite bank of Neva River. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

08 View of Lenenergo Agency from Marsovo Field (a revolutionary memorial). St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

09 Museum in a recently renovated Savior on Blood Church at Griboedova Canal. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.


13 The Hermitage (Winter Palace) at Dvortsovaya Square, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

14 Sculptures at the roof of the Hermitage (Winter Palace) from Dvortsovyy Prospekt. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

15 View of Petersburg University and Menshikovskiy Palace from Angliyskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

16 View of Lieutenant Shmidt Bridge, Academy of Arts and Menshikovskiy Palace from Angliyskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

18 Entrance to Petersburg University and Mendeleev Museum from Universitetskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

19 View of the rotunda of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute and Menshikovskiy Palace (?) from Angliyskaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

21 Admiralteysky Canal and New Holland (to the right). St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

22 A house at Konnogvardeyskiy Boulevard. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

23 View of Vasilyevsky Island Streika (extremity) from Dvortsovaya Embankment. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

24 View of Peter and Paul Fortress from Troitsky Bridge. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 13, 1999.

80. Vasilyevsky Island in Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999

00 A new building of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute facing a restricted access extension of Bolshoi Prospect of Vasilyevsky Island. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

03 Barbed wire surrounding huge restricted access territory of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute (attached to Defense Ministry) in an eastern part of Vasilyevsky Island. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

05 A monument to a Soviet academician S. I. Vavilov (a brother of a well-known biologist executed for political reasons) in front of a new building of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute. The monument faces barbed wire surrounding the institute at Vasilyevsky Island. St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

08 A. V. Sergeev in his lab of the former 16th Department of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute. A chemical bottle is intended for watering a plant, it is labelled pit nelzya (don’t drink in Russian). Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

09 A. I. Sherstnyk in the lab of the former 16th Department of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute. The room is occupied by an atomic spectroscopy group. Vasilyevsky Island St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

12 A. I. Sherstnyk among co-workers in the lab of the former 16th Department of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute. The room is occupied by an atomic spectroscopy group. Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

13 A. I. Sherstnyk in a museum of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute, under portraits of founders of the institute (1918). Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

15 Museum of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute with an old artistically decorated chimney and a Soviet-era exposition. The museum was settled in a former typewriting office (the room has reach interior because the building was expropriated from a wealthy family after the Great October Socialist Revolution). Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

16 Museum of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute, decorations on the ceiling (the room has reach interior because the building was expropriated from a wealthy family after the Great October Socialist Revolution). Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.

17 Museum of S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute with an old artistically decorated chimney and a Soviet-era exposition. (the room has reach interior because the building was expropriated from a wealthy family after the Great October Socialist Revolution). Vasilyevsky Island, St. Petersburg, Russia, April 14, 1999.
19, 1999
Lembolovo, Russia, April 18 - 1999.

April 15 - 18, 1999
81. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 15 - 18, 1999.

April 21 - 24, 1999
83. Sankt Petersburg, Russia, April 21 - 24, 1999.

April 21 - 24, 1999
84. Toksovo, Sankt Petersburg, Russia - Lafayette IN, April 26 - 30, 1999.

82. Sankt Petersburg - Lembolovo, Russia, April 18 - 19, 1999
85. Lafayette IN, April 30 - May 1, 1999


02 Hillcrest Rd. in W. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.

03 Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.

04 Rusty creek joining Okhta River in a forest west of Toksovo, 10 miles north of St. Petersburg, Russia, April 26, 1999.

05 Fir forest west of Toksovo, 10 miles north of St. Petersburg, Russia, April 26, 1999.

06 Pablo Nigra, Stephen Belair, a wife of A. Stanton and Aaron Stanton enjoy seafood in King Buffet restaurant. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.


11 Quantum chemistry group of Purdue University (Qicun Shi, Pablo Nigra, Jack Yang, Stephen Belair, Sabre Kais, Aaron Stanton) in front of King Buffet restaurant after $8 seafood dinner. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.

12 State Road 500, 5 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.


16 May apples near Deer Pass in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

17 Abandoned vehicle in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

18 Marsh plants and dogwood in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

19 A.S. in the house in St. Petersburg, Russia, April 27, 1999.


21 A marsh and a meadow near Wabash River in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

22 Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

23 Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

24 Phloxes and violets in grass of Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

86. Lafayette IN, May 1 - 2, 1999

02 Greenbriar in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.

03 Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.

04 Rusty creek joining Okhta River in a forest west of Toksovo, 10 miles north of St. Petersburg, Russia, April 26, 1999.

06 Pablo Nigra, Stephen Belair, a wife of A. Stanton and Aaron Stanton enjoy seafood in King Buffet restaurant. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.


11 Quantum chemistry group of Purdue University (Qicun Shi, Pablo Nigra, Jack Yang, Stephen Belair, Sabre Kais, Aaron Stanton) in front of King Buffet restaurant after $8 seafood dinner. Lafayette, Indiana, April 30, 1999.

12 State Road 500, 5 miles west from W. Lafayette. Indiana, May 1, 1999.


87. Lafayette IN, May 2 - 4, 1999

05 A road in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette, Indiana, May 1, 1999.

06 A road with dogwood in Ross Hills Park, 7 miles west from W. Lafayette, Indiana, May 1, 1999.

07 Yellow flowers on a corn field near State Road 350(?), 5 miles west from W. Lafayette, Indiana, May 1, 1999.


17 Northridge Dr. in Hills and Dales area. West Lafayette, Indiana, May 2, 1999.

18 Ravinia Rd. in Hills and Dales area. West Lafayette, Indiana, May 2, 1999.

19 Intersection of Elmwood Dr. and Woodland Ave. West Lafayette, Indiana, May 2, 1999.

21 Maywood Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, May 2, 1999.


25 World War Memorial in Indianapolis (stars are reminiscent of communist symbols) and Scottish Rite Cathedral. Indiana, May 4, 1999.

88. Lafayette IN, May 4 - 15, 1999


05 Union Station in downtown Indianapolis. Indiana, May 4, 1999.


08 A botanical tour on prairie at a future site of Prophetstown Museum. 4 miles from West Lafayette, Indiana, May 8, 1999.


15 Russian Victory Day picnic (a tri-color sheet is a new Russian flag). Fort Ouiatenon near Lafayette, Indiana, May 9, 1999.


89. Adams Mill, Lafayette, University of Notre Dame IN, May 15 - 21, 1999

00 A.S. at Adams Mill (a big wheel is a decoration, it never worked there). Indiana, May 15, 1999.


12 Imad Ladadwa (with Pablo Nigras fake identity card), Qicun Shi and Sabre Kais at the reception for Midwest Theoretical Chemistry Conference at Center for Continuing Education at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 20, 1999.

13 Basilica of the Sacred Heart at a catholic University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

14 Golden Dome (administration building) at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

16 Log Chapel at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

17 Sabre Kais and another participant of Midwest Theoretical Chemistry Conference at a lunch in Center for Continuing Education at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

18 Sabre Kais and Imad Ladadwa at a lunch during Midwest Theoretical Chemistry Conference Center for Continuing Education at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

19 A squirrel on a lawn of the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

22 Ducks in St. Marys Lake reflecting Golden Dome and Basilica of the Sacred Heart at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

24 A squirrel near Residence Halls at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

90. University of Notre Dame IN - Potholes Park IN, May 21 - June 6, 1999

03 Catholic cemetery at the University of Notre Dame. South Bend, Indiana, May 21, 1999.

08 Remains of a fan (?) and books after a fire in the theoretical chemistry lab of Purdue University at Memorial Day. West Lafayette, Indiana, June 1, 1999.

09 Burned part of the theoretical chemistry lab (there was a bookshelf) after a fire at Memorial Day. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, June 1, 1999.

12 A burned desk in the theoretical chemistry lab (there was a coffee pot?) after a fire at Memorial Day. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, June 1, 1999.

13 Potholes Park, Fall Creek Gorge. The trip was organized by Purdue University International Center. Near Pine Village, Indiana, June 5, 1999.

14 Inspecting a creek in Potholes Park (Fall Creek Gorge) by international students of Purdue University. Near Pine Village, Indiana, June 5, 1999.

16 Overcoming a tub in a creek in Potholes Park (Fall Creek Gorge) by an international student of Purdue University. Near Pine Village, Indiana, June 5, 1999.

18 International students of Purdue University walking over rapids and tubs of a creek in Potholes Park (Fall Creek Gorge) near Pine Village, Indiana, June 5, 1999.

91. Lafayette IN, June 13 - July 5, 1999

02 Mushrooms at Ross Hills Park near Lafayette IN, June 13, 1999.

03 End of the 19th century gravestones near Kerber Rd. west from Lafayette IN, June 13, 1999.

04 End of the 19th century gravestones near Kerber Rd. west from Lafayette IN, June 13, 1999.

08 Wetherill Laboratory of Chemistry at Purdue University, West Lafayette IN, 20 June, 1999.

10 Purdue Mall and Administration Hall at Purdue University, West Lafayette IN, 20 June, 1999.
92. Lafayette IN - Boston, July 10 - 30, 1999

01 A cemetery at Pretty Prairie Rd. near Lafayette IN, July 10, 1999.

02 A trip to Mt. Baldy on Lake Michigan in Indiana with international students, July 17, 1999.

03 Nature trail over a marsh on Lake Michigan in Indiana, July 17, 1999.

93. Boston, July 31 - August 1, 1999


03 A jobless person at Washington St. in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.

04 Shopping area at Washington St. in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.

05 Downtown Crossing in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.

06 North End in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.

07 Paul Revere House (the second house on the left side) in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.

08 Italian district at North End in Boston MA, July 31, 1999.


94. Boston, August 1 - 2, 1999

02 An ocean beach in Rockport, north from Boston, August 1, 1999.

03 Stained glass in a building in Harvard University, Boston, August 2, 1999.

05 Biology Department of Harvard University, Boston, August 2, 1999.

08 A church in Harvard University, Boston, August 2, 1999.

11 Back Bay area of Boston MA, August 2, 1999.

95. Boston, August 2 - 3, 1999

01 View of the fountain of Christian Science Center from an observatory of Prudential Tower in Boston, August 2, 1999.

04 Newbury St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 2, 1999.

05 Newbury St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 2, 1999.

06 Newbury St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 2, 1999.

07 A dry tree at Boylston(?) St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 2, 1999.

08 Copley Square with Trinity Church and Hancock Tower in Boston, August 2, 1999.

09 Trinity Church and Hancock Tower in Boston, August 2, 1999.

11 Boylston St. in Boston, August 2, 1999.


15 Beacon St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 3, 1999.

16 Beacon St. at Back Bay in Boston, August 3, 1999.

17 Houses at Back Bay in Boston, August 3, 1999.

20 Houses at Back Bay in Boston, August 3, 1999.


23 Phillips St. at Beacon Hill in Boston, August 3, 1999.


96. Boston, August 3, 1999

04 View of the city surrounding Boston Common from Hancock Tower in Boston, August 3, 1999.

05 View of an area of Boston Public Garden north from Hancock Tower in Boston, August 3, 1999.

06 View of South End and a roof of Copley Place from Hancock Tower in Boston, August 3, 1999.


08 View of New Old South Church (bottom of the picture), Back Bay and Charles River from Hancock Tower in Boston, August 3, 1999.

10 Inst. of Contemporary Art in Boston, August 3, 1999.

11 Intersection of Hereford St. and Marlborough St. in Boston, August 3, 1999.

97. Lafayette IN, August 15 - September 11, 1999

02 Tippecocene Battlefield near Lafayette IN, August 15, 1999.


05 A park at Tippecocene Battlefield near Lafayette IN, August 15, 1999.
September 11, 1999.
from Lafayette. Indiana,
Trail along Wabash River north
19
Drying forest at Heritage
Indiana, September 6, 1999.
A monarch butterfly at
15
West Lafayette, Indiana, August
29, 1999.
An electric pole at Grant St.
Lafayette IN, August 21, 1999.
98. Lafayette IN, September
11 - 22, 1999
10 Preview of the historical
performance at Fort Ouiatenon
near W. Lafayette IN, August
29, 1999.
12 Preview of the historical
performance at Fort Ouiatenon
near W. Lafayette IN, August
29, 1999.
13 A weed at Heritage Trail
near Fort Ouiatenon Indiana,
August 29, 1999.
15 A monarch butterfly at
Mascouten Park. W. Lafayette,
Indiana, September 6, 1999.
16 Sunflowers at Heritage
Trail near Lafayette, Indiana,
September 11, 1999.
17 A soybean field north from
Lafayette, Indiana, September
11, 1999.
18 Heron island during a
drought on Wabash River north
from Lafayette (compare with
another picture of Heron Island
at winter). Indiana, September
11, 1999.
19 Drying forest at Heritage
Trail along Wabash River north
from Lafayette, Indiana, September
11, 1999.
20 Davis Ferry Bridge across
Wabash River north from
Lafayette, Indiana, September
11, 1999.
22 A pumpkin grown in wild
at Burnett Creek near Battle
Ground, north from Lafayette.
Indiana, September 11, 1999.
23 Burnett Creek during dry
weather near Battle Ground,
north from Lafayette, Indiana,
September 11, 1999.
25 A spider holding a white
ball on a hollow log at Heritage
Trail near Battle Ground, north
from Lafayette. Indiana,
September 11, 1999.
99. Lafayette IN, September
22 - October 2, 1999
00 Black walnuts on a trail
near Battle Ground, north from
Lafayette IN, September 11,
1999.
01 Sunflowers on a trail near
Battle Ground, north from
Lafayette IN, September 11,
1999.
02 View of corn fields behind
a fence of Tippecanoe
Battlefield park along Harrison
Rd. Indiana, September 11,
1999.
05 Edible Armillaria
mushrooms grown after cold
nights on a trail near Battle
Ground, north from Lafayette
IN, September 11, 1999.
08 Canoe trip on Tippecanoe
River with international
students of Purdue University.
Indiana, September 18, 1999.
11 Tippecanoe River north
from Lafayette, Indiana.
Shallow places appeared after a
drought. September 18, 1999.
12 Tippecanoe River (after a
drought) north from Lafayette,
Indiana, September 18, 1999.
14 Corn festival in Brookston,
north from Lafayette, Indiana.
September 18, 1999.
17 View of Purdue University
Mall from the second floor of
Electrical Engineering Building.
W. Lafayette, Indiana,
September 21, 1999.
18 Founders Park in Purdue
University. W. Lafayette,
Indiana, September 21, 1999.
21 Pablo Nigra, Qicun Shi,
Stephen Belair, Imad Ladadwa
and Ricardo A. Sauerwein
ready to listen a lecture of S.
Kais at internal meeting of the
quantum chemistry group of
Purdue University. W.
Lafayette, Indiana, September
21, 1999.
23 A lecture of Sabre Kais
Phase transitions and critical
phenomena for electronic
structure of atoms and
molecules (?) at internal
meeting of the quantum
chemistry group of Purdue
University. W. Lafayette,
Indiana, September 21, 1999.
24 Purdue University Mall
during afternoon hours. W.
Lafayette, Indiana, September
21, 1999.
01 Soybean field near Rd. 26
west to Lafayette. Indiana,
September 25, 1999.
02 A pasture and a corn field
along C. Rd. 500 W. west from
Lafayette, Indiana, September
03 A farm near Division Rd.
west from Lafayette, Indiana,
September 25, 1999.
04 A forest near Division Rd.
west from Lafayette, Indiana,
September 25, 1999.
05 A marsh in Ross Hills Park,
6 miles west from Lafayette,
Indiana, September 25, 1999.
10 A water snake and big
shells in Wabash River in Ross
Hills Park, 6 miles west from
Lafayette, Indiana, September
13 A water snake going from
Wabash River in Ross Hills
Park, 6 miles west from
Lafayette, Indiana, September
15 A trail in Ross Hills Park, 6 miles west from Lafayette, Indiana, September 25, 1999.

16 Greenbriar and poison ivy on trees in Ross Hills Park, 6 miles west from Lafayette, Indiana, September 25, 1999.

17 Forest along Wabash River in Ross Hills Park, 6 miles west from Lafayette, Indiana, September 25, 1999.

18 A mysterious sign on a marble grave of L. Godfrey (died May 22, 1847) on a small cemetery at Kerber Road, 6 miles west from Lafayette, Indiana, September 25, 1999.

19 Purdue University Mall and Electrical Engineering Building. West Lafayette, Indiana, September 26, 1999.

20 An abandoned (?) house on Ferry St. Lafayette, Indiana, September 26, 1999.

21 Qicun Shi explains to Sabre Kais correlation effects in scattering of an electron on lithium-like atom with a variable nuclear charge slightly above two after a lecture of Imad Ladadwa about ionization cross sections at internal meeting of the quantum chemistry group. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, October 1, 1999.

22 Sabre Kais and Qicun Shi discuss electronic shell structure and correlations in scattering of an electron on lithium-like atom with a variable nuclear charge slightly above two after a lecture of Imad Ladadwa about ionization cross sections at internal meeting of the quantum chemistry group. Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, October 1, 1999.

23 A grey squirrel gnawing a nut on its home range near Mechanical Engineering Building, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, October 1, 1999.
102. Lafayette IN - Columbia MO, October 16 - 23, 1999

00 A barn opposite to Harrison High School, 2 miles north from W. Lafayette, Indiana, October 16, 1999.

02 Hedge apples (fruits of osage orange) near Battle Ground, Indiana, October 16, 1999.

03 Winter mushrooms (Flammulina velutipes) near Battle Ground, Indiana, October 16, 1999.

04 Puffball mushrooms near Battle Ground, Indiana, October 16, 1999.

05 Burnett Creek near Battle Ground, Indiana, October 16, 1999.

09 A squirrel on an electric pole at Garden St. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 21, 1999.


103. Columbia MO, October 23 - 24, 1999

01 Kathy Trail along Missouri River near Columbia, Missouri, October 23, 1999.

02 Bushes on rocks along Missouri River, view from Kathy Trail near Columbia, Missouri. October 23, 1999.


06 Remains of Academic Hall burned Jan. 9, 1892 on Francis Quadrangle. University of Columbia in Missouri, October 23, 1999.

09 Jesse Hall (administration building). University of Columbia in Missouri, October 23, 1999.
105. West Lafayette IN, October 30, 1999

00 Intersection of Garden St. with Summit Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
01 Summit Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
02 Cornfield near Otterbein on C.R. 1200 E. 6 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
03 Dead forest in a marsh near Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
04 Sheridan Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
06 Fallen sycamore near Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
08 A meadow near Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
09 A trail along Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
10 Elmwood (?) Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
12 Northridge (?) Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
22 Northridge Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.
23 Northridge Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, October 30, 1999.

106. Lafayette IN - Red River Gorge KY, October 30 - November 5, 1999

02 Cornfield near Otterbein on C.R. 1200 E. 6 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
03 Fallen sycamore near Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
04 Autumn field near Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
05 A trail along Wabash River at Ross Hills Park 5 miles west from Lafayette. Indiana, October 30, 1999.
18 Foresthill Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, November 3, 1999.
19 Foresthill Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, November 3, 1999.
20 Foresthill Dr. West Lafayette, Indiana, November 3, 1999.


23 Tobacco farm near Slade, Kentucky, November 5, 1999.

107. Red River Gorge KY, November 5 - 6, 1999

000 Rough Trail to Grays Arch. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 5, 1999.

00 Rough Trail to Grays Arch. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 5, 1999.


06 Forest near Grays Arch at morning. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


08 Forest near Grays Arch at morning. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.

09 View from the top of Grays Arch at morning. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.

11 View of rock shelters from the top of Grays Arch. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


16 A tree with very big leaves on Rough Trail. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


20 Forest below Grays Arch. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


108. Red River Gorge KY, November 6, 1999


03 Tree roots and erosion forms on a limestone rock at Rough Trail. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.

04 Unknown dwarf berries on Rough Trail. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


109. Red River Gorge KY - Lafayette IN, November 6 - 8, 1999

00 View of canyon walls at evening from Sheltowee Trail near Chimney Top Rock. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.

03 Bamboo brushes on the bottom of a canyon near Sheltowee Trail. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 6, 1999.


24 View of a beavers pond from a beavers damn across Burnett Creek. Indiana, November 26, 1999

110. Lafayette IN, Chicago, November 13 - 26, 1999


18 Oak forest near Pinch Em Tight Trail. Red River Gorge, Kentucky, November 7, 1999.

19 Burnett Creek down Tippecanoe Battlefield Park. Indiana, November 26, 1999

21 Hedge apples (osage orange) among first year garlic mustard leaves on a trail to Battle Ground. Indiana, November 26, 1999

22 Burnett Creek near Davis Ferry Bridge. Indiana, November 26, 1999

24 View of a beavers pond from a beavers damn across Burnett Creek. Indiana, November 26, 1999

111. Chicago, Indianapolis, December 1 - 4, 1999

00 Louis G. Deschler house with red stars reminiscent of communist symbols at Illinois St. Indianapolis, December 1, 1999.

04 View of Indiana Ave. around intersection with Capitol Ave. from the 17th floor of One American Square building. Indianapolis, December 1, 1999.

08 Monument Circle. Indianapolis, December 1, 1999.

10 Old Water Tower and Hancock Center. Chicago, December 4, 1999.


14 Menomonie St. at Old Park Triangle. Chicago, December 4, 1999.
112. Chicago, Ann Arbor MI, Lafayette IN, December 4 - 15, 1999

00  - Chicago, 12/4/99
01  - Chicago, 12/4/99
02  - Chicago, 12/4/99
06  - Chicago, 12/4/99
07  - Chicago, 12/4/99
12  - Campus of University of Michigan in Ann Arbor 12/11/99

113. West Lafayette IN, December 18, 1999 - January 1, 2000

000 - Ross Hills Park near Lafayette IN 12/18/99
01  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
02  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
03  - Wabash River in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
04  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
06  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
07  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
08  - Happy Hollow Park in W. Lafayette 12/24/99
13  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
14  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
15  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
16  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
17  - in a park near Ann Arbor MI 12/12/99
18  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
19  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
21  - Trail from Lafayette to Battle Ground 1/1/00
24  - Larrabee (?) St., Fullerton Apartments area. Chicago, December 4, 1999.